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Plan your alarms with a
calendar. Add alarms, snooze
and dismiss them. Includes
sound alarms, notifications
with message or text. This
software takes up a lot of
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memory when it works and
eats up 100% CPU when it's

running. Have had it for a
year and have not used a

single bit of the 3GB of disk
space that is allocated for it.

Would not recomend. Thanks
for your feedback. We have
removed the free download

from the download page, and
have instead chosen to make

an exclusive free offer
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available through our web
pages at We hope this change

will make it more
straightforward for you to

make your own choice. Kind
regards I have tested the free

version of the software. It
seems to work fine. However,
I have noticed that it appears

to use some non-standard Java
license. (I think it's the Java

Runtime Environment). Your
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review was very helpful and
helpful. Additionally, the

video you recommended is in
very poor quality, which is a
good thing for us because we
want to make sure everyone is

on board before we spend
time developing a free

version. Thanks for your
feedback. If you would like to
help us make an independent
evaluation of the Pro version
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of the software, please follow
this link: If you are unable to
do this because the product is

no longer available, please
send me a private message on
Facebook and I will give you

the evaluation link for the free
version. You will be asked to
provide your phone number
so we can call you when the
software is ready for you to

install and test. The free
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version will be available for
download the same day we get
your order. Thanks for your
feedback. We are sorry we
could not give you a better

experience with GreenDealer
Pro but hope you continue to
provide great feedback and

help us provide the best
possible download experience.
[*] Updated [*] Updated [*]

Updated Hi Beko: Thanks for
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the great review and for the
quick response. We will look

at the quality of the video. We
will get back to you with our
plan of action. [*] Updated In
the meantime, if you have any

other thoughts or concerns,
please let us know. We will be
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Key Macro is a small utility
developed by Jens that allows
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you to control your Windows
Explorer. With the help of

this application you can adjust
how Windows Explorer works

for you. KEYMACRO is a
small utility developed by Jens
that allows you to control your
Windows Explorer. With the
help of this application you
can adjust how Windows
Explorer works for you.

Windows Explorer is one of
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the most important tools that
any user uses. However, when
using this application you can
adjust how this tool works for

you. For example you can
make Windows Explorer

always open a document with
specific text, images or

folders, rather than folders all
by themselves. This

application also allows you to
adjust the settings for the
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favorites and shortcut list.
Key Macro also allows you to
use macros to create shortcuts
for your favorites and shortcut

list. This means you can use
this application to create an

easy shortcut for a folder you
need a lot of often, then you
can click on that shortcut to

have Windows Explorer open
a folder you need a lot of

often. Another cool feature
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about this application is that
you can create a folder named
after you, which allows you to

create a shortcut to a folder
you need a lot of often. Props
to Jens for such a great piece
of software that I hope you
enjoy. Pascal McCarty Jens
posted a review First of all,

this is a great utility and
shows a lot of knowledge

about windows. Not only can
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you change how Windows
Explorer opens things, but

also how it searches. You can
even configure which files are

considered as favorites by
Windows Explorer. Pascal

McCarty Jens posted a review
KEYMACRO Description:
Key Macro is a small utility

developed by Jens that allows
you to control your Windows

Explorer. With the help of
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this application you can adjust
how Windows Explorer works

for you. KEYMACRO is a
small utility developed by Jens
that allows you to control your
Windows Explorer. With the
help of this application you
can adjust how Windows
Explorer works for you.

Windows Explorer is one of
the most important tools that
any user uses. However, when
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using this application you can
adjust how this tool works for

you. For example you can
make Windows Explorer

always open a document with
specific text, images or

folders, rather than folders all
by themselves. This

application also allows you to
adjust the settings for the
favorites and shortcut list.

Key Macro also allows you to
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use macros to create shortcuts
for your favorites and shortcut

list. This means you can use
77a5ca646e
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PS-Alarm For PC

USB Alarm Clock PC is a
useful program that will help
you organize your work
schedule to the point where
you’ll never have a dull
minute, be it in the morning,
at noon or evening. That’s
because USB Alarm Clock
PC can be programmed with
alarms to wake you up, ring
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your phone or pc, play a
sound or display a message on
your screen. USB Alarm
Clock PC has the following
features: * Create alarms (one-
time, recurring, with
messages, with sound) *
Reschedule alarms (re-define
alarms when time changes) *
Ring or notify your mobile
phone, pc or even both *
Sleep mode (stop all sounds
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and show a message after a set
time) * Supervisor mode
(limit the time a user can use
it) * Log time used (and list
applications used) * Create,
delete or rename alarms *
Support for Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Google Chrome ***
Top 100 PC Applications for
2012: *** Features: * Choose
the time and date for your
alarm (local or UTC) *
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Choose how and when to be
notified (phone, pc, etc.) *
The application supports SMS
text alerts, emails, and instant
messenger alerts * Configure
multiple alarms for time and
date * The application can be
configured to ring or notify all
the devices you specify * You
can schedule alarms to run on
a recurring basis * You can
define maximum time to use
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the application * The
application allows you to log
the time you spend on the job
How to add an alarm: *
Choose Time and Date to set
the alarm time and date * To
choose how you want to be
notified, choose one of the
following options: - Ring the
phone - Notify the phone and
display a message on the
screen - Notify the phone,
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display a message on the
screen and play a sound
(optional) - Notify the phone,
display a message on the
screen, play a sound and open
a webpage in your default
browser - Play a pre-defined
sound - Display a text
message on the screen
Additional features: * Add a
notification text message *
Choose a local or UTC date
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and time * Choose to repeat
or single alarm * Add notes
for alarms * Define the
maximum time to use the

What's New In PS-Alarm?

With TS3D, Air3D and
Single3D you can control up
to three 3D chairs with just
one remote. Join the tens of
thousands of people who are
already enjoying the
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simplicity of the 3D Remote
Control. You can control your
TV, PC, game consoles or any
device that has 3D built-in.
Why use Air3D Remote? •
Control up to three 3D chairs
with just one remote • Two
controllers, one for each 3D
chair • Supports Home
Cinema, Games and TV • Use
the Air3D app to configure,
share and control 3D chairs in
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real time from your
smartphone, tablet or PC How
does Air3D work? • Pairing -
Connect your remote and
controller to your TV. Follow
the on screen instructions to
pair and connect them to your
TV. • Installing - Air3D is
embedded in the back of your
3D chair. The controller and
remote are connected to the
3D chair and installed using a
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screw. • Using - Use your
remote and controller to
change channels, power on
and off, pause and resume
your media. Air3D and 3D
Remote controls are
specifically designed for the
3D chair Features: • Select
your 3D controller from a list
of compatible 3D controllers •
Simply point, click and tap to
control your 3D •
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Recommended 2-3 controllers
per 3D chair. For 3D gaming
we recommend three.
Description: Flee! Chase!
Evade! Protect your home
while you're away! Whatever
happens in ‘The Heist’, it is up
to you and your eyes to get in
and get out, which means
taking out enemies and
avoiding dangers along the
way. If you can do it, you get
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your money back. If not, the
money stays in your wallet.
Who knows, it might even end
up in your pocket! Key
Features: • Dual-stick
shooting in single player and
multiplayer modes • Beautiful
3D graphics • Easy control
with 360-degree camera
movement • Reversible
controls for right and left-
handed players • 11 single-
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player levels and 3 online
multiplayer modes • A variety
of enemy and power-ups •
Fun, varied and challenging
gameplay The Heist is brought
to you by Pangea Software,
the creators of hit titles like
Black & White and the multi-
million selling Superbrothers:
Sword & Sworcery EP.
Description: Stormin' Norman
is back, and he's brought two
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of his best buddies with him!
Blast away with these 2-player
Blast-o-Matic games in single-
player mode or bring a friend
to a three-player double-
header. Features: - Single-
player mode features 6
beautifully presented courses.
- A range of modes including
new Beat the Boss and Rival
modes to try out. - Beautifully
illustrated action graphics
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1
Processor: 2.0 GHz or greater
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c
compatible video card with
512 MB VRAM DirectX:
Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 1 GB
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available space Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0c compatible
sound card Additional Notes:
In order to use the internet
and chat features, a broadband
Internet connection is
required. Additional:
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